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Scholars Examine the Historical
Significance of the Reformers on Paul
In light of recent interest in whether the Protestant Reformers interpreted Paul correctly, this edited

volume enables a more careful reading of the Reformers themselves. Each chapter pairs a Reformer

with a Pauline text and brings together historical theologians and biblical scholars to examine these

Reformation-era readings of Paul’s letters.

“There is a lot of talk in the world of Pauline studies about what the reformers said and things are

often labeled ‘Lutheran,’” write the editors of Reformation Readings of Paul, Michael Allen and

Jonathan Linebaugh. “What you almost never see, however, is any engagement with what the

reformers actually said as they read Paul or any consideration of how what the reformers said as they

read Paul fits as an interpretation of the his letters. We did this book both to engage the reformers and

make available some of their acts of interpretation, to engage them as readers, and also to ask what

Paul’s text might say to those reformational readings of them.”

* * *

Michael Allen (editor) is associate professor of systematic and historical theology at

Reformed Theological Seminary in Orlando. He is the author of several books, including

Justification and the Gospel: Understanding the Contexts and Controversies, Karl Barth’s Church

Dogmatics: An Introduction and Reader and most recently (with Scott Swain) Reformed

Catholicity.

Essay: “John Calvin’s Reading of the Corinthian Epistles”

Jonathan Linebaugh (editor) is lecturer in New Testament studies in the Faculty of Divinity

at the University of Cambridge. He is the author of God, Grace, and Righteousness in Wisdom of

Solomon and Paul’s Letter to the Romans.

Essay: “The Texts of Paul and the Theology of Cranmer”

John Barclay is the Lightfoot Professor of Divinity at the University of Durham. He is the

author of many books, including most recently Paul and the Gift.

Essay: “The Text of Galatians and the Theology of Luther”

Gerald Bray is research professor of divinity at Beeson Divinity School and distinguished

professor of historical theology at Knox Theological Seminary. Among many publications in

historical and systematic theology, he has recently edited the inaugural volume, Galatians,

Ephesians, of the Reformation Commentary on Scripture series.

Essay: “The Story of Reformation Readings”

David Fink is assistant professor of religion at Furman University. His dissertation at Duke

University was titled “Divided by Faith: The Protestant Doctrine of Justification and the
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“This is a very important book

that opens up a long-overdue

conversation among biblical

exegetes, historical theologians

and students of the Reformation.

In a series of sparkling essays, we

learn how Luther, Melanchthon,

Bucer, Calvin and Cranmer read

particular Pauline texts and what

that might mean for the renewal

of the church today. A book for

every pastor and teacher of

Scripture.”

—Timothy George, founding

dean, Beeson Divinity School,

general editor, Reformation

Commentary on Scripture

Confessionalization of Biblical Exegesis.”

Essay: “Martin Luther’s Reading of Galatians”

Wesley Hill is assistant professor of biblical studies at Trinity School for Ministry. He has

most recently written Paul and the Trinity.

Essay: “The Text of Ephesians and the Theology of Bucer”

Robert Kolb is the mission professor emeritus of systematic theology and director of the

Institute for Mission Studies at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis. Author of numerous books,

he is perhaps most widely regarded for editing (with Timothy Wengert) The Book of Concord.

Essay: “Philipp Melanchthon’s Reading of Romans”

Brian Lugioyo is associate professor of theology and ethics at Azusa Pacific University. He is

the author of Martin Bucer’s Doctrine of Justification.

Essay: “Martin Bucer’s Reading of Ephesians”

Ashley Null currently holds a research post funded by the German Research Council at

Humboldt University of Berlin and is a visiting fellow at the Faculty of Divinity at the

University of Cambridge and St. John’s College, Durham University, while he edits a five-

volume edition of Thomas Cranmer’s notebooks. He has written Thomas Cranmer’s Doctrine

of Repentance.

Essay: “Thomas Cranmer’s Reading of Paul’s Letters”

Dane Ortlund is senior vice president for Bible publishing at Crossway Books. He is the

author of numerous books on the New Testament and the Christian life, including Zeal

Without Knowledge: The Concept of Zeal in Romans 10, Galatians 1, and Philippians 3.

Essay: “The Text of 1 & 2 Corinthians and the Theology of Calvin”

Mark Seifrid is professor of exegetical theology at Concordia Theological Seminary. He has

written widely on the theology of the apostle Paul, most recently publishing a commentary

on 2 Corinthians.

Essay: “The Text of Romans and the Theology of Melanchthon”


